AWS Well
Architected
Review
An architectural assessment
based upon the AWS Well
Architected Framework,
providing a health check of
your cloud services

Want to increase
the business value
delivered by your
cloud solution?

GlobalLogic’s AWS Well Architected Review provides you with a detailed,
1:1 consultation with our cloud team and offers recommendations to help
you meet best practices and increase the business value delivered by your
preferred cloud solution. What’s more, the Well Architected Review is free, and
you could be eligible for up to $5,000 credit from AWS. As an Advanced AWS
Partner, we’re ready to help you identify, address, and increase the business
value delivered by your cloud solutions.

Operational Excellence

Reliability

Performance Efficiency

Gain the ability to run and monitor your
systems so they deliver business value
and continually improve supporting
processes and procedures.

Enable your system to recover from
infrastructure or service disruptions,
dynamically acquire computing resources
to meet demand, and mitigate disruptions
such as misconfigurations or transient
network issues.

Learn how to use computing resources
efficiently to meet system requirements
and maintain that efficiency as demand
changes and technologies evolve.

Cost Optimization

Security

Run systems so they deliver business
value at the lowest price point.

Protect information, systems, and assets
while delivering business value through
risk assessments and mitigation strategies.
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The 5 Pillars of the
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AWS Well
Architected
Review

How It Works

Prepare (1/2 Day)
Identify the workload to be reviewed and the stakeholders from customer side.

Execute (1/2 Day)
Benefits of the Well
Architected Review

Conduct a free review using the AWS Well Architected Framework.

•

Report (2 Days)

•
•
•
•
•

Understand and reduce
risk associated to your
cloud solution
Reduce operational costs
Minimize system failures
Identify and fix security
gaps
Maintain operational
efficiency
The review is free, so what
do you have to lose?

Why Work with
Globalogic?

Create a detailed report aligned to AWS best practices. This will cover improvements
needed and how these can be resolved over the next 3 months, as well as high risk
issues that need to be resolved within the next 30 days. This report will be discussed
with you and next steps agreed.

Remediate
The assessment report categorizes items to help prioritize remediation. If the
customer chooses GlobalLogic to support them resolve the issues identified, they are
eligible for up to $5,000 credit from AWS.

GlobalLogic is known in the industry for delivering first-class solutions that leverage our knowledge of best
practices, as well as industry-wide legislations. This experience makes us best suited for crafting hassle
free solutions – and has helped us best serve our customers for over a decade.
Our recognition with AWS as an Advanced AWS Partner means we work inseparably with AWS, providing
a peak level of service at a standout velocity. We incorporate the best Architects and Solvers who translate
customer aspirations accurately right from the go, helping to accelerate the realization of business-inspired
initiatives onto the AWS platform.

Ready to identify, address, and increase the business value delivered by
your cloud solutions in as little as three months?
Let’s start today.
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